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Fully Automatic Plastic Handle Bag Making Machine 
Abstract 
    Plastic film has been on the market for quite a long period of time, but the 
accuracy and efficiency of manufacturing the bag has been at a relatively low level, 
which is the most important issue facing the respective manufacturer. With the rapid 
development of modern packaging industry, the market increasingly high demand 
for plastic packaging, has not only the use but hold things so simple, a variety of 
styles, functional bags endless opportunities and challenges, a lot of the domestic 
system bag machine manufacturers started to focus research and development of 
new bag machine. Vintage bag making machine bag making machine into the 
market, although there have been for some time, but some bag making machine 
electrical control system with new features has not been well studied and developed, 
many of the old bag machine electrical lines or the use of relay old-fashioned 
hardware wiring circuit design, device running slow, low overall degree of 
automation, quality is uneven bags made. In the present productivity, labor costs 
account for a growing proportion of the cost of production heavy today, based on 
research and development complex programmable controller for automatic plastic 
bag making machine production line, is a very far-reaching significance.  
The new automatic soft bag making machine design issue is based on 
programmable controllers bag making machine production line application 
technology research and development. First, the mechanical structure of existing bag 
machine to start, a careful analysis of the various requirements bag production 
processes. Found in the constant practice exploration bag production process, there 
are many problems exist in the old bag machine, such as: how to control and 
coordinate the relationship between the length of the primary seal cutter speed of 













and safer to operate the device, how to control the heat sealing cutter caused by the 
uneven heating of the seal is not solid and production problems how many varieties 
of large quantities of plastic bags and the like; solve these problems, and thus the 
existing bag and control parts of machinery and equipment will be a new design. In 
the mechanical design section, mainly for structural design and Transmission seal 
cutter to innovate, using servo inverter motor drive; hardware circuit, using the PLC 
as the control center, combined with the position of the control unit attached to 
complete the traction belt material coordination between the primary seal cutter 
length and velocity between up and down repeatedly. Hardware bag making machine 
electrical wiring system redesign and layout, including a programmable controller I / 
O interface circuits, servo encoder wiring, etc., and also the selection of the 
man-machine interface systems design, function description.  
The new automatic soft bag making machine using a combination of encoder, 
converter, programmable logic controller (PLC), servo drives and other modern 
control components, developed to control the programmable controller as the main 
core of the automatic glue bag making machine to solve the most original vintage 
bag machine appears drawbacks in the production process is controlled by a 
programmable controller to send the drive motor speed ratio matching bags main 
motor control and smooth speed control, and human-computer The data is displayed 
in real time on the screen. The bag making machine relative to the original, the new 
bag machine flexibility, stability, automation has been greatly improved, more 
widely applicable to various production lines, the degree of flexibility is greatly 
improved, and in the actual production of finished rate increased significantly, 
saving a lot of production costs and increase the viability of plastic bags 
manufacturers in the highly competitive market.   
This new design of Fully Automatic Plastic Handle Bag Making Machine 
including system bag machine,blowing frame,soft portable ring seal,installs 
top-folding sealing device, back cover device and cutting device on the said system 
bag machine,characterized in that said blowing frame set up the front end at system 













system bag machine,is equipped with at the side of system bag machine and carries 
platform,and said transports platform is equipped with manipulator with making 
between bag quick-witted.Handbag system bag according to soft machine 
characterized in that above said transport platform and system bag machine are the 
setting of U type.According this design of machine,it can produce soft loop handle 
bag in high-speed,safe and convenience condition.Also increase the produce speed 
and quantity into a high level. 
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